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Abstract:
In this document, we study the introduction of control in the Gaspard2 application UML
metamodel by using the synchronous reactive system principles. This allows to take the change
of running mode into account in the case of data parallel applications, and to study more general
ways of mixing control and data parallel processing.
Our study is applied to a particular context using two different models, exclusively dedicated
to the process of computation or control. The computation part represents the Gaspard2 appli-
cation metamodels based on the Array-OL language. This Language is often used to specify
the data dependencies and the potential parallelism in intensive signal processing applications
manipulating multidimensional data. The control part is represented by an automaton structure
based on the Mode-Automata concept which makes it possible to clearly identify the different
modes of a task and the switching conditions between modes.
For this kind of applications, mixing control and data parallel processing, we propose an
UML metamodel allowing to better visualize and control the construction of the system by
clarifying, at a height abstraction level, the various relations and the possible interactions of this
system.
The proposed UML metamodel makes it possible to describe and to model the control au-
tomata, the different running modes and the link between control and computation parts. It also
allows to clearly separate control and data parts by respecting the concurrency, the parallelism,
the determinism and the compositionality of the Gaspard2 models.
Key-words: Data parallelism, Array-OL, Gaspard2, UML, Reactive systems, Synchronous
approach, Running modes, Control/data combination
Introduction du Contrôle dans le Métamodèle d’Application
de Gaspard2: Approche Synchrone
Résumé :
Ce document étudie l’introduction du contrôle dans le métamodèle UML d’application de
Gaspard2 en se basant sur les principes de systèmes réactifs synchrones. Cette notion permet
de prendre en considération la possibilité du changement de modes de fonctionnement dans
le domaine du parallélisme de données, et d’étudier des mécanismes plus généraux mixant du
contrôle et des traitements de données parallèles.
Notre étude est appliquée dans un contexte particulier utilisant deux modèles différents, dé-
diés exclusivement aux traitements de données ou du contrôle. La partie calcul représente les
métamodèles d’application de Gaspard2 basés sur le langage Array-OL. Ce langage est princi-
palement utilisé pour la spécification des dépendances de données et du parallélisme potentiel
dans des applications de traitement de signal intensif traitant des données multidimensionnelles.
La partie contrôle est représentée par une structure d’automate basée sur le concept d’automates
de modes permettant d’identifier clairement les différents modes de fonctionnement pour une
tâche et les conditions de changement entre modes.
Pour ce type d’applications, mixant du contrôle et des traitements de données parallèles,
nous proposons un métamodèle UML permettant de mieux visualiser et contrôler la construc-
tion du système en clarifiant, à haut niveau d’abstraction, ses différentes relations et interactions
possibles.
Le métamodèle UML proposé permet de décrire et de modéliser les automates de contrôle,
les différents modes de fonctionnement et le lien entre la partie contrôle et la partie calcul.
Il permet aussi de séparer de façon claire entre le contrôle et les traitements de données en
respectant la concurrence, le parallélisme, le déterminisme et la compositionnalité des modèles
de Gaspard2.
Mots-clés : Parallélisme de données, Array-OL, Gaspard2, UML, Systèmes réactifs, Approche
synchrone, Modes de fonctionnement, Combinaison contrôle/données
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1 Introduction and Motivation
Computation intensive multidimensional data applications are more and more present in several
application domains such as image and video processing or detection systems (radar, sonar, . . . ).
The main characteristics of these applications is that they operate in real time conditions and
are generally complex and critical. They are also multidimensional since they manipulate mul-
tidimensional data structured into arrays.
To study intensive signal processing applications, some computation models have been pro-
posed to model and implement these systems. Among these models, we can find MDSDF
(MultiDimensional Synchronous Dataflow) [10], GMDSDF (Generalized MultiDimensional
Synchronous Dataflow) [26] and Array-OL (Array Oriented Language) [11].
In industry, the preoccupations of efficiency, re-use, and reliable programming are well-
known. On the one hand, the need expressed by the customer, often unskilled in the control or
data processing design, is generally imprecise and incomplete, and the designer is unfamiliar to
the customer area. It is thus a question to find a common language between these two different
worlds. On the other hand, an additional challenge is posed by the division of work. The
development is performed by several designers since the various parts of a system are always
more or less interdependent. For that, developers and designers must be able to agree on the
interaction functionalities and the used formalisms by using common models.
A model is a simplification and/or an abstraction of reality. Modeling consists in identifying
the interesting or relevant characteristics of a system to be able to study its behavior according
to these characteristics. A good model must has two main characteristics [27]: first, it must
facilitate the comprehension and reduce the complexity of the studied system; and second, it
must allow the simulation and the verification of its various concepts.
In our study, we are interested in modeling parallel applications using the Array-OL model
and one of its development environments, Gaspard21. The Gaspard2 environment uses UML2
principles [24] for modeling and studying applications. This makes it possible to better visualize
and control the construction of the system by clarifying their various relations and possible
interactions. This model allows to easily program intensive signal processing applications. It is
used to specify the data parallelism and the data dependencies between tasks. The Gaspard2
environment is a model driven System-on-Chip co-design environment. The designs are based
on a Y development model in which, from two UML2 models describing the application and the
hardware architecture, the application is mapped to the hardware architecture in an association
model. This association model is then projected onto lower level descriptions such as simulation
or synthesis models.
Signal processing applications modeled in Array-OL can be considered as purely data flow
based and only represent an intensive data processing without any reaction or control concepts.
The goal of our work is to introduce, in the Gaspard2 application metamodel, the control con-
cepts and the possibility to change running modes according to the execution context of the
studied applications.
The introduction of control into data parallel applications requires the definition of a clear
model and a rigorous semantics allowing to take various types of applications into account,
mixing control and data parallel processing. This concept gives a reactive behavior to the stud-
ied parallel applications. In this case, the systems are not only describable by transformational
relations, specifying outputs from inputs, but also by relations between outputs and inputs via
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their possible combinations in time. Consequently, the combination of descriptions including
complex sequences of events, actions, conditions and information flow allows to synthesize the
global behavior of a reactive system [1].
The complexity of reactive systems comes from the complex characteristics of the reactions
to the different occurrences of discrete events [2]. This complexity can make it difficult to
model the behavior of such systems and exposes them to errors. It becomes necessary to intro-
duce rigorous design methods and formalisms to specify the behavior of these critical systems.
Among these formalisms, the synchronous approach represents a significant contribution to this
field [3]. It is based on the synchrony hypothesis which considers the execution of a reactive
system as an infinite succession of instantaneous reactions.
In this document, we use the concept of synchronous reactive systems to introduce the
control parts in the Gaspard2 application UML metamodel. The basic idea is inspired by the
principles of Mode-Automata [4] used in the case of synchronous reactive systems to clearly
express the different running modes of an application and the conditions of switching between
modes.
The metamodel that we propose must, on the one hand, clearly separate control and data
flow parts [12], and on the other hand, respect concurrency, parallelism, determinism and com-
positionality of Gaspard2 models. In this model, the computation part represents a set of parallel
tasks (signal processing, image processing, . . . ) while the control part represents the switching
conditions between the different running modes of the tasks according to control values. These
values can be provided by the environment (pressing a button, temperature changes, . . . ) or by
the computation part (result of a preceding computation, dependency between tasks, . . . ).
In the following sections, and after a presentation of the used concepts, we study the pos-
sibility to take the different changes of mode in a parallel application metamodel into account.
This concept requires a good definition of the degree of granularity of applications or the clock
signal for which the control values can be taken into account. Our work is based on the Gas-
pard2 application metamodel [17] and proposes a UML solution for the modeling of the control
automata, the different running modes and the link between the two in the case of a synchronous
approach.
The document is organized like this: in the second section, we present the main concepts
used in our study. In this section, we outline the area of intensive signal processing, by pre-
senting Array-OL language and Gaspard2 environment, and the area of synchronous reactive
systems. For these concepts, we study the existing UML devices, and we also present some
existing work on the combination between control and data processing, in particular the Mode-
Automata concept. The third section is devoted to the introduction of the control in the Gas-
pard2 data-parallel metamodel. In this section, we propose a UML modeling solution for the
control parts, the different running modes and the link between control and parallel processing.
The last section shows, through examples, that the introduction of the control into data-parallel
applications requires the definition of a degree of granularity to delimit the different execution
cycles for these applications.
2 Context
In this section, we give a definition of the concepts used in our study. The context of this study
can be classified into two main parts. The first part is related to intensive signal processing
applications and presents the Array-OL language and its Gaspard2 environment in particular.
The second part is about synchronous reactive systems and the Mode-Automata concept. For
RR n◦ 5794
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both parts, we also study the existing UML devices and concepts which can be used to model
these kind of applications. After that, we present a global view on the combination between
control and data processing by refering some existing work present in the literature, and in
particular the Mode-Automata concept.
2.1 Intensive Signal Processing and Data Parallelism
2.1.1 Array-OL
Array-OL (Array Oriented Language) has been developed by Alain Demeure at TUS (Thales
Underwater System) in 1995 [21]. It is a specification language allowing to express parallel
applications by the way of data dependencies. This language has mainly been introduced to
model intensive signal processing applications manipulating a great number of data in a regular
way. It is based on a multidimensional model and makes it possible to express the whole
potential parallelism of these applications (data or task parallelism).
The data are structured in arrays which can have only one infinite dimension generally used
to express time. Each task of the application consumes one or more arrays by “pieces” of the
same size called patterns, and produces a new patterns for the output arrays. This process
continues, and the produced arrays can be consumed in their turn.
In the Array-OL model, the different tasks are connected to each other using data depen-
dencies. The expression of these dependencies initially allows to define a minimal partial order
on the execution of these tasks. The compiler can then complete this partial order in an efficient
parallel execution. When a data dependency is expressed between two tasks, it means that one
of these two tasks needs whole or part of the data produced by the other task to be able to per-
form its computations. The compilation of Array-OL models has largely been studied by Soula,
Dumont et al. [15, 16].
The Array-OL models can have hierarchical compositions on several description levels.
In a hierarchical model, the data dependencies are mainly approximative until the lowest level
where these dependencies are completely expressed. The description of an application in Array-
OL uses two models. The global model, defines the sequence of the different parts of the
application, in other words, the task parallelism, and the local model, specifies the elementary
actions performed on the table elements and the existing data parallelism of the different tasks.
Task Array
Figure 1: A global model
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The global model is a simple directed acyclic graph where each node represents a task and
each edge represents a multidimensional array (figure 1). The number of incoming or outgoing
arrays is not limited. These multidimensional arrays may have one infinite dimension that is
generally used to represent time.
At the execution time of each task, the incoming arrays are consumed and the output arrays
are produced. The number of produced or consumed arrays is equal to the number of inputs
or outputs edges for each task. The graph relating to the global model thus represents a task
graph and not a data flow graph. There is no implicit repetition of the task graph as in stream
languages. The streams are explicit in the arrays (by the infinite dimension for example). The
model is thus strictly single assignment at the array element level.
In this model, there is no correlation neither between the number of input and output arrays
nor between the number of dimensions of these arrays. Thus it is possible for a task to consume
two two-dimensional arrays and produce a three-dimensional array. The creation of dimensions
can be very useful, for example in the case of a FFT (Fast Fourier Transformation) which
creates a frequential dimension. Moreover, arays used in Array-OL models are toric since the
consumption or the production of their elements can be made modulo their size.
Using only the global model of the application, it is possible to schedule the execution of
the different tasks. However, it is impossible to express the data parallelism present in our
application. For this reason, the introduction of the local model becomes necessary.
Task Array Pattern Tiler
Figure 2: A local model
The local model allows to express the data parallelism expressed by data parallel repetitions.
In this model, the task is always made of a repetitions constructor, where each repetition of the
embedded task is independent. That repeated task is applied to a subset of the elements of each
input array to produce data elements stored in each output array (figure 2).
The way in which the task consumes and produces its input and output arrays can be ana-
lyzed through each couple (task, array). Such couples are called half-task. Let (T 1, A1) be
a half-task, if A1 is an input array, then T 1 takes a finite subset of A1 elements to achieve its
processing. In a similar way, if A1 is an output array, then T 1 provides to this array a finite
subset of elements which has just calculated. The size and the shape of the element set associ-
ated to an array is the same from a repetition to another. In the local model, each element set is
RR n◦ 5794
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called a pattern, and in order to express hierarchical constructions, the patterns are themselves
multidimensional arrays.
To each couple (task, array) is associated a tiler which contains informations necessary to
the construction of the different patterns. These informations are as follows:
•
−→o : the origin of the reference pattern
•
−→
d : the shape of the pattern (size of all the dimensions)
• P: a “paving” matrix allowing to describe how the patterns cover the array
• F : a “fitting” matrix describing how to fill the pattern with the array elements
•
→
m: the shape of the array (size of all the dimensions)
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Origin point
Points resulting from the repetition on the first vector
Points resulting from the repetition on the second vector
Points resulting from the repetition on the two vectors
Figure 3: Paving example
To enumerate the different patterns, each half-task has, via its tiler, a paving matrix and a
starting point called origin. The paving matrix, P, is composed of a set of paving vectors used
to identify the origin of each array pattern, one for each repetition. For example, if we consider
a two-dimensional array with as origin point
(
0
0
)
and as paving matrix
(
2 0
0 3
)
, then the different
patterns start at the points shown by figure 3.
The coordinates of the first points of each pattern are calculated as the sum of the coordinates
of the origin point and a linear combination of the paving vectors, the whole modulo the size of
the array since arrays in Array-OL model are toric as indicated by the equation 1.
∀
−→xq ,
−→
0 ≤−→xq <
−→
Q ,−→rq = (
−→o +P×−→xq ) mod
−→m (1)
In this equation, −→xq represents the pattern of index q,
−→
Q represents the space of repetition, and
−→rq represents the origin of the pattern of index q.
The fitting matrix is represented by a set of vectors where each vector is associated to a
pattern dimension. The fitting vectors are used to identify the array elements of each pattern
starting from the origin point. Figure 4 represents two simple examples using an unidimensionel
array with as origin ( 0) and the associated pattern is a two-dimensional array of size
(
3
2
)
. This
example shows that it is possible to have more dimensions in the pattern than in the array. In
the first case the fitting matrix is ( 1 3). Each vector of this matrix is used to fill one dimension
INRIA
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a b g
Array1
jc d e f ih
a b d f h
Array2
c e g i kj
a e
kg
c
i
a
d
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e f
Pattern
F1 = (2  6)
O = (0)
O = (0)
F1 = (1  3)
Pattern
Figure 4: Fitting example
of the pattern. In the second case, the fitting matrix is ( 2 6). In this case, the different elements
of a pattern do not correspond to consecutive elements in the array.
The use of the fitting matrix is similar to that of the paving matrix. The array elements
constituting a pattern are calculated as the sum of the coordinates of the first element of this
pattern and a linear combination of the fitting matrix, the whole modulo the size of the array
since arrays in Array-OL model are toric as indicated by the equation 2.
∀
−→xd ,
−→
0 ≤−→xd <
−→
d ,(−→rq +F×
−→xd ) mod
−→m (2)
In this equation, −→xd represents the pattern element of index d.
The mod−→m part of the above equations ensures that all the data elements of a pattern
correspond to array elements. The modulo allows to handle cases such as toroidal physical
spaces or the cyclic frequency dimensions obtained after an FFT or a DCT.
Figure 5 illustrates the combination of the paving and the fitting concepts for two successive
repetitions through five examples:
1. A basic case.
2. Elements of patterns are not necessarily parallel to the axes.
3. Two successive patterns intersect.
4. Two successive patterns overlap.
5. A toric array with as origin
(
2
0
)
and not
(
0
0
)
.
To illustrate the use of the Array-OL language, we study the modeling of an academic
example which is the product of two matrices. This simple example makes it possible to show
the potency of the local model for the expression of the data parallelism in an algorithm. Let A1
RR n◦ 5794
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Figure 5: Fitting examples
a 3× 5 matrix and A2 a 5× 2 matrix. We calculate the matrix product A1×A2 = A3 with A3
of size 3× 2. The calculation of the matrix product boil down to the calculation of the scalar
product of each line of A1 by each column of A2. The different scalar products are independent
and can then be performed in parallel.
A1
A2
premier vecteur d’itération
deuxième vecteur d’itération
A5
First teration vector
S cond iteration vector
A3
DotProduct
[3 , 2]
Figure 6: Matrix product example
The Array-OL language allows to express all this parallelism by identifying the necessary
input patterns to produce the output patterns. Let the elementary task  	
 taking as
input two vectors of size 5, and producing as output a scalar corresponding to the scalar product
of the two input vectors. In the local model illustrated by figure 6, the repetition space of the
task  	
 is defined by the vector [3,2] (one task for the production of each point of the
output array). This example shows the possibility to express all the potential parallelism in an
application which can facilitate its interpretation by a compilation or optimization tools.
INRIA
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2.1.2 System on Chip Co-design and the Gaspard2 Environment
In the 90’s, the evolution of the integration technologies on chips allowed the appearance of
a new paradigm in the embedded systems area called System-on-Chip (Soc). These systems
represent the integration on the same chip of a complex platform which includes programmable
processors, memory units (data/instructions), interconnection mechanisms and hardware func-
tional units (Digital Signal Processors, application specific circuits). These components can be
generated for a particular application, they can also be obtained from IP (Intellectual Property)
providers. The ability to re-use software or hardware components is without any doubt a major
asset for a codesign system. SoC design covers a lot of different viewpoints including as much
the application modeling by the aggregation of functional components, the assembly of existing
physical components, the verification and the simulation of the modeled system.
Gaspard2 is an under development model driven Integrated Development Environment for
SoC (System on Chip) visual co-modeling. It is developed in the context of INRIA DaRT3
project, extends the Array-OL language and allows modeling, simulation, testing and code
generation of SoC applications and hardware architectures.
Figure 7: Representation of the Y model relating to the Gaspard2 flow design
The Gaspard2 environment is mainly dedicated to the specification of signal processing ap-
plications. It is based on a model oriented methodology according to a Y design flow (figure 7).
3 

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The Gaspard2 design flow is located at the border of two research areas: the system on chip
design, and the model driven engineering. The Y model in Gaspard2 corresponds to a design
flow that we generally define in the case of system on chip design. It is mainly defined around
three concepts: the application which specifies the functionality of the system, the hardware
architecture which will be used to support the execution of the application and perform its
functionalities, and the association which specifies the mapping of the application on a given
hardware architecture.
In this approach, the concepts and semantics of each design level (application, architecture
and association) are platform independent. No component is associated with an execution, sim-
ulation or synthesis technology. Such an association targets a given technology (Java, SystemC
RTL, SystemC TLM, VHDL, . . . ). Once all the components are associated with some technol-
ogy, the deployment is realized. This is done by the refinement of the PIM association model
(Platform Independant Model) to the PIM TLM model first (Transaction Level Model), and to
the PIM RTL model second (Register Transfer Level).
The DaRT project contribution in the Gaspard2 design flow can be defined around three
main fields: co-design, optimization techniques, and simulation. These three concepts have as
a common objective the reduction of the development cycle time, and the proposed solutions
take the regular and the parallel aspect of the studied systems into account.
The co-design allows the co-modeling of software and hardware architecture parts of high
performance systems. Its objective is to propose an environment allowing a high abstraction
modeling level for these systems. The applied optimization techniques are mainly transforma-
tions of a data parallel constructions. These transformations are used to optimize mapping and
scheduling of an application on a given architecture, and are strongly inspired by the techniques
used in high performance computation area. The simulation objective consists in simulating
systems made up of differents IPs specified at various abstraction levels, in various languages,
and possibly in a distributed way. The simulation also allows to verify the functionalities of the
system, and in particular the adequacy of the mapping and scheduling.
The starting point in Gaspard2 consists in modeling the application, the architecture and
the association by using a Gaspard2 UML2.0 profile [17]. These models are then imported
in an Eclipse4 plug-in via model transformation to a specific metamodel using ModTransf5,
and studied by applying mapping and scheduling algorithms and automatic SystemC6 code
generation.
The model definitions of the Gaspard2 environment are based on a component oriented
methodology. This methodology makes it possible to clearly separate the application and the
hardware architecture and facilitate the re-use of existing software and hardware IPs. It also de-
fines an association model that gives directives on the mapping of the application on a particular
architecture.
2.1.3 UML Profile for Modeling Gaspard2 Components
In Gaspard2 environment, the application and hardware architecture are described by different
metamodels. Some concepts from these two metamodels are similar in order to unify and
so simplify their understanding and use. Models for application and hardware architecture
may be done separately. At this point, it becomes possible to map the application model on
the hardware architecture model. For this purpose, a third metamodel is introduced, named
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   ﬃ    
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association metamodel, to express associations between the functional components and the
hardware components.
Figure 8: Different packages of the Gaspard2 profile
In [18], Arnaud Cuccuru proposes an UML2.0 profile for modeling the various concepts of
Gaspard2 models. This profile is defined around five packages:     , 	

 ,


 , 
	
   
 and 

 as shown by figure 8. The general
philosophy of this hierarchy is to define a maximum of common parts for the various aspects of
the Y model.
The     package contains the basic elements of the component oriented approach
used in the Gaspard2 profile. Its main objective consists in favouring the re-use concept by
defining a methodology support based on the re-use of software and hardware IPs. This is
done by using a set of mechanisms: encapsulation, composition/assembly and parametering.
The encapsulation allows to make a component independent of the environment in which it is
used in order to facilitate and to encourage its re-use. To do that, this mechanism uses two
UML concepts:  and ﬀ	
 . Composition and assembly describe the structure of
the component by using the UML concepts of 
 and    . While the parametering
makes it possible to associate parameters to components and to fix instance values for these
parameters.
The 	
ﬁ
  package contains structural factorization mechanisms inspired by the
Array-OL model. These mechanisms make it possible to express the multidimensional aspect
and the relation between the pattern elements of inputs and outputs arrays of a task. In this case,
the array paving and fitting mechanisms, used to express the potential parallelism of an applica-
tion, are generalized by considering that these mechanisms simply make it possible to express
dependencies, or links, between the input pattern elements and the output pattern elements in
a task. Arrays and data dependencie are respectively regarded as arrays of modeling elements
and the relations between these elements.
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The 
	

 package allows to specify the hardware architecture sup-
porting the system on a high abstraction level. The objective is to be able to describe the used
resources and the topology of their interconnections in order to make rapidly efficient decisions.
The 
	

 concept describes a set of hardware components which represent
an abstraction of the physical used resources. These resources can be of type    	
 (ex:
IPs),   (executable architecture), or 	     (parallel architecture).
The objective of the 

 package consists in modelling applications by single
expression of the data dependencies. This paradigm is directly derived from the Array-OL
language. It proposes a component oriented approach based on the definition of the concepts
present in the    package, and by using the factorization mechanisms described in the
	

 package. Applications modelled using this profile do not give any information
on their execution model. The same application model can be executed sequentialy, in pipe-line,
or in parallel.
The 
  ﬁ
 package introduces concepts giving directives on the mapping of the
application on a hardware architecture. Association concept includes two aspects: the charac-
terization and the allocation. The objective of the characterization is to provide informations
used to manage the mapping. While the allocation consists in defining the mapping of calcula-
tions and data on the most adapted resources by taking the hierarchy and the repetitive aspects
of the system into account.
In this profile, we can find the three main concepts of the Y model in Gaspard2: 


 , 
	
   
  and 

 . The 

  and the 
	

  
 packages share the same component definition introduced in the    
 package.
In this document, we are only interested in the 

 part. This part allows to
model the data dependencies and the parallelism of applications based on the Array-OL model.
In the application metamodel, the 
  concept refines the   
concept by adding an applicative connotation. The application components can be seen as a set
of functions. These functions perform calculations on the input data coming from their external
environment through input ports (provided ports in UML terminology) and produce results to
their environment through output ports (required ports in UML terminology). These application
components can be mainly described by using three types of components:   

   ,    and 	    .
cd Application
«AppElementaryComponent»
Ain [2] out [ ]
IntegerType IntegerType
Figure 9: Example of an ﬀﬁﬁﬂﬃ "!# $%'&()*+,!ﬁ-+.$ $% component
The   
  component represents a particular component which does
not have any description of structure or behavior. Figure 9 represents a simple example of an
   
   . This example defines a function taking as input a pattern of two
integer elements and produce as result a pattern of only one boolean element.
The     component is used to define compound components. For example, if
the result of the elementary task A presented in figure 9 is used by another elementary task B
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which produces a pattern of two boolean elements, then the component      is used
to group and represent the relation between the two tasks A and B as shown by figure 10.
cd Application
«AppComponent»
AB
input [2]
output [ ]«AppElementaryComponent»
a :Ain [2] out [ ] «AppElementaryComponent»
b :B
in [ ] out [ ]IntegerType
IntegerType
Figure 10: Example of an ﬀﬁﬁ *+ !ﬁ-+.$ $ % component
The 	    component allows to describe the repetition of the differ-
ent tasks modeled in this component. This repetition relates to the repetitive concept of the
Array-OL model. Thus, by using a special connector ( 	   ), it is possible
to give information on the origin, the paving and the fitting matrices for each input or output
array. Figure 11 gives a simple example on the repetition of the AB task presented in figure 10.
In this example, the model receives as input an array of two dimensions 8×∗ representing
an infinity of 8 integer vectors, and produces as result an array of three dimensions 2× 4×∗
representing an infinity of 2×4 boolean arrays.
cd Application
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
RepetitiveAB
input [8,*] output [2,4,*]
«AppComponent»
ab :ABinput [2]
output [2]
integer boolean
Figure 11: Example of an ﬀﬁﬁ

 ﬁ %% *+,!'ﬁ-+$ $% component
To illustrate the application metamodel concepts, we study a simple example that we call
			 . This example represents the matrix product A3 = A1×A2 presented in section 2.1.1,
and the matrix addition A5 = A3 + A4, when A4 is of size 3× 2. We remember that A1 is of
size 3×5, A2 is of size 5×2, and A3 is of size 3×2. The model relating to this application is
represented by figure 12. In this application, each point of the matrix result A5 can be calculated
independently.
The Gaspard2 application metamodel allows to describe the data dependencies and the
potential parallelism present in applications. However, this metamodel does not contain any
representation of the control and the possibility of changing running modes according to the
execution context of the studied applications.
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cd Application
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
ProdAdd
A1 [3,5]
A2 [5,2]
A4 [3,2]
A5 [3,2]
«AppComponent»
ProdAdd::EC: ElementCalculation
A1 [5]
A2 [5] A5 [ ]
A4 [ ]
«AppElementaryComponent»
ProdAdd::EC: ElementCalculation::dt:
DotProduct
A2 [5]
A3 [ ]A1 [5] «AppElementaryComponent»
ProdAdd::EC: ElementCalculation::
add: Addition
A3 [ ]
A4 [ ]
A5 [ ]
O=[0,0]   P=[[0,0],[1,0]]   F=[1,0] O=[0,0]   P=[[1,0],[0,0]]   F=[0,1]
O=[0,0]   P=[[1,0],[0,1]]   F=[ ] O=[0,0]   P=[[1,0],[0,1]]   F=[ ]
Figure 12:  (+ﬀ example
In the following section, we study the introduction of control into the Gaspard2 application
metamodel in order to take more general parallel applications mixing control and data process-
ing into account. The introduction of control into a parallel application can be done by giving
a reactive behavior which has been largely studied in the case of the synchronous reactive sys-
tems.
2.2 Synchronous Real-Time Reactive Systems
2.2.1 Real-Time Reactive Systems
D. Harel et A. Pnueli classify computer systems in three main categories: transformational, in-
teractive and reactive according to their degree of interaction with their environment which can
be a human user or a physical process [1]. Historically, transformational and interactive systems
come from the traditional programming, to which are added event management mechanisms,
synchronization and concurrent programming, while reactive systems result from the electric,
automatic and embedded systems area.
t1 t2
t
start
(input data) (results)
end
Figure 13: Execution of a transformational system
Transformational systems are classical programs generally based on complex data structures
and algorithms. They perform calculations starting from the data provided at input points, to
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produce results at output points before terminating as shown by figure 13. The interaction with
the environment is thus limited to the acquisition of the data and the production of results, as in
the case of a compiler for instance.
t’2t2
r2
tt’1t1
         r1          e1 
         e1    (event)    (reaction) 
Figure 14: Execution of an interactive system
Interactive and Reactive systems are computer systems that react continuously to their envi-
ronment, by producing results at each invocation. These results depend on data provided by the
environment, and on the internal state of the system. The difference between these two types of
system is in the entity which controls the interaction. In an interactive system, as a data base or
an operating system for instance, the production of results and the handling of events follow the
initiative of the system which imposes its own rhythm as shown by figure 14. Contrary to these
t3t2
t
t1
       e1       r1
e2 e3r2 r3(reaction)(event) 
Figure 15: Execution of a reactive system
systems, the interaction rhythm of a reactive system is fixed by its environment. A reactive
system must always be able to provide an immediate answer when the environment requests
it. The evolution of such system is thus a succession of a reactions caused by its environment,
each reaction is instantaneous compared to the time scale of the environment (figure 15). The
human-machine interfaces and the industrial processes represent typical examples of reactive
systems.
Reactive
 System
Inputs Outputs
Figure 16: Representation of a reactive system by a black box
Reactive systems are systems with discrete events. Their behavior can be represented by a
sequence of reactions to external stimulis. In [1], D. Harel and A. Pnueli have given to reactive
systems the image of a black box that react to its environment at a speed determined by the
latter (figure 16).
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To give prominence to the interaction aspects of reactive systems, it is possible to consider
that the execution of such a system always follows the diagram of figure 17. The loop of this
 
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Figure 17: Execution schema of a reactive system
diagram is executed several times, even indefinitely. Since the reactive system is based on the
description of the interaction aspects with its environment, it has always an interesting behavior
even if its execution does not finish [28]. The execution of this system is generally diveded
in cycles corresponding to a discrete logical time scale relating to the execution cycles of the
system. This logical time scale does not necessarily correspond to the physical time, and it is
then possible to define the input and output series indexed by integers.
Reactive systems are in particular defined in the real-time system area. The “real-time” word
is often used to qualify interactive applications which must rapidly react to their environment
with a satisfactory response time by the user. Real-time reactive system is then a reactive system
subjected to additional constraints of time. Avionics, transportation, communication and signal
processing systems represent typical examples of real-time reactive systems.
Real-time reactive applications cover a very large number of fields. They are generally
present in the embedded systems and have six main characteristics, in particular if they play a
critical role by bringing into play human lives (safety critical) or fundamental missions (mission
critical). These characteristics are as follows [29, 30]:
• Strong temporal constraints: real-time reactive systems have often an imperative re-
quirement on reaction or execution times. For some applications, the no respect of time
constraints is strictly forbidden. For the others, the no respect of times must be systemat-
ically detected and replaced by exception processes.
• Previsibility: the previsibility allows to anticipate the behavior of the system which must
be perfectly deterministic by producing exactly the same result sequence for the same
event sequence.
• Reliability: the critical nature of real-time reactive systems requires that the specification
of these systems must certify their behavior, in particular under extreme conditions which
increase the breakdown risks of these systems. This is often concretized by doubling or
tripling the critical elements.
• Robustness: when the environment is not the predicted one or one of the system elements
breaks down, the system must be able to switch to a security mode, either by finishing
properly the tasks in progress, or by continuousing to provide its main functions.
• Concurrency: concurrency is used to specify reactive systems witch components are
concurrent and cooperate to define the whole behavior of the system. This characteristic
allows users to specify their system in a clear and concise way.
• Hierarchy: real-time reactive systems made up of only one block are very rare. For
simplification reasons, it is frequent to define a control system as a common orchestra
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head for a set of subsystems. Each subsystem manages only one part of the application,
and can be, in its turn, decomposed on more elementary systems, and so on. . .
Specification of software or hardware real-time reactive systems behavior is complex. It
can lead to important errors that are difficult to fix. Indeed, such systems are not only described
by transformational relationships, specifying outputs from inputs, but also by the links between
outputs and inputs via their possible combinations in one step [31]. Modeling reactive systems
is therefore a difficult activity.
2.2.2 Synchronous Approach
The development of a real-time reactive application must be a rigorous process. This process
requires in particular languages adapted for the specification of these applications and reliable
tools for their automatic verification.
In the beginning of the 80’s, the family of synchronous languages and formalisms has been a
very important contribution to the reactive system area [19]. Synchronous languages have been
introduced to make programming reactive systems easier [32]. They are based on the synchrony
hypothesis that does not take reaction time in consideration, and supposes that each reaction is
instantanous and atomic. In this case, each activity can then be dated on the discrete time scale.
Figure 18: Execution example of a synchronous system
The synchronous hypothesis defines a discrete logical time scale consisted of instants cor-
responding to each reaction of the system. The events that trigger the reaction are simultaneous,
and the reaction time of a particular component of the system and the communication time be-
tween components are null. A reaction is thus by construction instantaneous and atomic, which
avoids concurrent and partial reactions of the system, origin of indeterminism [33]. In this
case, and for each reaction, several events can be taken into account to produce instantaneously
results, and any reaction in progress must be finished before another reaction can be started.
Figure 18 illustrates this property. The main characteristic of this hypothesis is the possibil-
ity to compose synchronous systems to obtain other synchronous systems whose behavior is
deterministic and perfectly defined.
In [34], the synchronous approach has been presented as a good solution to the reactive
programming problem. The synchrony hypothesis has an abstract view on the interactions and
makes it possible to simplify the expression of reactive behaviors. This hypothesis supposes
that synchronous systems are very well composed. They are easier to describe, to simulate and
to verify than asynchronous systems.
Synchronous languages are devoted to the design, programming and validation of reactive
systems. They have a formal semantics and can be efficiently compiled into C code, for instance.
Moreover, these formalisms make it possible to validate and verify formally the behavior of the
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system. In this field, we often speak about tools and approaches for simulation, verification and
code generation for reactive systems specified in a synchronous language. These languages can
be classified into two main families: declarative languages and imperative languages.
Declarative or data flow languages like Lustre [35, 36, 37], Signal [38, 39, 40], SynDEx [41]
and the HPTS model [42] are used when the behavior of the system to be described has some
regularity like in signal-processing. Their main task consists in consuming data, performing
calculations and producing results.
Imperative or control flow languages like Esterel [43, 44, 45], Argos [46], SyncCharts [47]
and StateCharts [48] are more appropriate for programming systems with discrete changes and
whose control is dominant: for instance coffee machines. Their purpose is to manage the
processing of data by imposing an execution order to operations and by choosing one operation
among several exclusive.
The mathematical fondation of synchronous languages guarantee noticeable properties for
the high-level constructions [45]. The parallel composition of the Esterel language for exam-
ple is perfectly deterministic, whereas competition in the asynchronous languages generally
introduces indeterminism. The compilers are based on the synchronous language semantics to
produce deterministic and efficient execution code, and to verify some properties by detecting
for example the deadlock situations. This mathematical rigorous semantics made it possible to
build automatic tools for formal verification allowing to test the programs before their execu-
tion.
Before the synchronous model has been proposed, the more used approaches to implement
reactive systems were automata, high-level languages with executives real-time multitasks and
the parallel asynchronous languages. These techniques were largely extended to adapt them
to reactive descriptions. However, according to [49], the traditional techniques do not bring
satisfactory solutions to the real-time reactive systems programming. It is largely preferable
to develop dedicated languages rather than to adapt existing languages. Dedicated languages
to synchronous programming allow to take directly the specificities of these systems into ac-
count on a high abstraction level, in particular the determinism and the fine control of reactive
processes.
2.2.3 Synchronous Behavior and Automaton Structure UML Modeling
The UML modeling of the synchronous behavior and its concepts are an interesting research
subject. For example, in [20], R. De Simone and C. André propose a UML subprofile, using a
synchronous version of state and activity diagrams, to express the synchronous reactive behav-
ior. Their proposition gives a synchronous solution to the UML state machine limitations by
allowing the description of the absence and the simultaneous events.
In UML modeling, the term reactive is applied to objects that respond dynamically to in-
coming events of interest and whose behavior is driven by the order of arrival of those events.
Such objects are usually modeled and often implemented as finite state machines (FSM) called
StateCharts [9].
The UML StateCharts specify a set of concepts used for modeling discrete behavior through
finite state-transition systems. They are an object-based variant of Harel StateCharts [5]. The
semantics of the UML StateCharts are described in terms of the operations of the hypothetical
machine that implements a state machine specification. In this state machine, states represent
the existence conditions of the class they define, and the transitions are represented by directed
arcs with named event triggers optionally followed by actions. Figure 19 gives a small example
of an UML StateCharts.
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Figure 19: Simple example of a StateChart
The finite state-transition system specifies the events of interest to a reactive object, the set
of states that object may assume, and the actions (and their order of execution) in response
to incoming events in any given state. This is crucial in many systems because the allowable
sequences of primitive behaviors may be restricted.
The StateCharts example of figure 19 specifies the various states (shown as rounded rectan-
gles) and the transitions (arrows) that indicate how the system responds to different events. We
see that the system responds to the event  according to the X value. A state is a condition
of existence of an instance that is distinguishable from other such conditions.
The object may execute actions when a state is entred or exited, when an event is received
(although a transition isn’t taken), or when a transition is taken. The actions may be any kind of
action defined in UML, like call actions (to invoke a method defined in this or another object),
event generation, or even the execution of a primitive action statement such as ++X .
If an event occurs while the system is in a state that doesn’t specifically handle that event, it
is ignored. The syntax for transitions is:
event−name (parameter− list) [guard− condition] / action− expression
The event−name is the name of an occurrence of interest that’s processed by the object’s state
machine, such as ' . If the event− name is left blank, the event fires as soon as the state
is reached. When the object is in the predecessor state (from which the transition arises) and
the named event is sent to the object, the transition fires and the object moves to the new state
executing the specified actions along the way. Parameters may be passed to the object along
with the event and manipulated in the actions on the transition. A Boolean expression inside
the square brackets is a guard. If the event fires and the guard evaluates to TRUE, the transition
is taken; if the guard evaluates to FALSE, the event is ignored.
Responses to events may have a time value associated with them (via a UML constraint),
but the main characteristic of the UML StateCharts is that they have a run-to-completion se-
mantics which imposes that no other event can be taken into account before the processing of
the previous event is fully completed. This means that once an event is received and the object
determines that it will respond to it, the object executes first the exit actions of the predecessor
state, followed by the transition actions, and finally the entry actions of the subsequent state,
in that precise order, and not processes any new events until that set of actions has completed.
The different actions are normally specified in the implementation language. This assumption
simplifies the transition function since concurrency conflicts are avoided during the processing
of events. Moreover, the absence of an event instance cannot be taken into account in the UML
StateCharts which makes it difficult to express highly reactive system behavior.
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Statecharts are a great way to specify behavior as a set of actions to be executed when an
object is in some given state. The statechart remembers the condition of existence for the object
as the object’s state. Through the use of separation of the object’s lifecycle into different states,
hierarchical nesting of states, and the or-states and and-states, you can model any mundane or
highly complex behavior.
The only reason for which we have chosen to use the UML StateCharts model is the sim-
plicity of this model which has a well defined semantics. However, it is always possible to
model the control part by using a more sophisticated UML metamodel for the specification of
the automaton structures as for example the UML subprofile introduced in [20].
2.3 Mixing Control and Data Processing
In section 2.2.2, we have presented two synchronous language families mainly dedicated to
the specifications of regular or discrete behaviors for embedded reactive systems. However,
rarely these systems have an exclusively regular or discrete behavior. The most realistic and
used embedded systems combine control and data processing. Such global systems may be to-
tally specified with imperative languages, but data dependences between operations can not be
clearly specified and furthermore problems may occur due to shared variables. Similarly, they
may be totally specified with declarative languages, but the control is hidden in data dependen-
cies making it difficult to specify tests and branchings necessary for verification or optimization
purposes. For these reasons, we need efficient tools and methods taking in consideration this
kind of systems.
Several approaches have been proposed in this domain. We can find the multi-languages ap-
proach which combines imperative and declarative languages, like using Lustre and Argos [22].
In [50], Leszek Holenderski and Axel Poigné present a multi-paradigm language for program-
ming synchronous reactive systems, called LEA. It is obtained by integrating three existing
synchronous programming languages: Lustre, Esterel and Argos. [30] studies the multi-model
programming using Esterel and Argos through a production cell example.
The multi-languages approach is based on a linking mechanism and allows the re-use of
existing code. However, when using several languages it is very difficult to ensure that the set
of corresponding generated codes will satisfy the global specification. Another design method
consists in using a transformational approach which allows the use of both types of languages
for specification but, before code generation, the imperative specifications must be translated
into declarative specifications, or vice-versa, allowing to generate a unique code instead of
multiple ones. N. Pernet and Y. Sorel give in [23] an example of this approch which translates
SyncCharts, a control flow language, into SynDEx, a data flow language which allows automatic
distributed code generation.
The transformational approach is efficient for describing reactive systems combining con-
trol and data processing. However, there are systems whose behavior is mainly regular but can
switch instantaneously from a behavior to another. They are the systems with running modes.
The most adapted method to describe this kind of system consists in using a multi-styles ap-
proach which makes it possible to describe with only one language the various behaviors of
the system. The Mode-Automata represent a significant contribution in this field. Their goal
consists in adding an automaton structure to Lustre programs. [51] shows how two different
programming styles for reactive systems may be mixed, having a common semantical basis.
Presented works study the control and data processing combination. However, all these
studies do not take the data parallel processing into account. The parallel processing represents
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generally a set of tasks which can be executed in parallel to define the global behavior of the
system like in signal and image processing.
In the literature, few works have been proposed to introduce the control into a parallel
computation field. For instance, in 1998, Smarandache studies application co-design using the
Signal relational language and the Alpha functional language [14]. This approach uses the C
language as a support of communication between the two levels of specification and does not
define any specification model allowing the modeling of parallel applications with the control
concepts. Another example can be found in Ptolemy [13] which proposes a multidimensional
computation model (MDSDF) and an automata model (FSM). However, the combination of
these two concepts has never been studied.
In this document, we choose to use the concept of Mode-Automata, allowing to describe
the different running modes of the system, to introduce the control concepts and the reactive
behavior to the Gaspard2 application metamodel. This study allows to take into account the
different changes of mode in a parallel application metamodel.
2.3.1 Mode-Automata
One way of facing the complexity of a system is to decompose it into several “independent”
tasks. Of course the tasks are never completely independent, but it should be possible to find
a decomposition in which the tasks are not too strongly connected with each other. Different
formalisms are used in the reliability engineering framework in order to design these models of
systems under study: boolean formalisms like block diagrams, and states/transitions formalisms
like Petri nets.
Mode-Automata have been proposed in [4]. They introduce, in the domain-specific data-
flow language Lustre for reactive systems, a new construct devoted to the expression of running
modes. It corresponds to the fact that several definitions (equations) may exist for the same
output, that should be used at distinct periods of time. This concept allows to decompose
the specification of the system into several tasks called modes by assigning data operations to
discrete states.
A Mode-Automaton is an input/output automaton. It has a finite number of states, that are
called modes. At each moment, the system is in one and only one mode, and can change its
mode if an event occurs. For each mode, a transfer function determines the values of output
flows from the values of input flows. Mode-Automata can be combined in order to design hi-
erarchical models. The structure of Mode-Automata allows to clearly specify where the modes
differ and the conditions for changing modes which makes it possible to better understand the
behavior of the system.
A B
X = 10
X = 0
X = pre(X) + 1 X = pre(X) - 1
X : 0
Figure 20: Mode-automaton: simple example
Figure 20 represents a simple example of mode-automaton. It has two states, and equations
attached to them. The transitions are labeled by conditions on X. The important point is that
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X and its memory are global to both states. The only thing that changes when the automaton
switches its state is the transition function; the memory is preserved.
inFlow outFlow
valve
(a)
open_not_stuck close_not_stuck
open_stuck close_stuck
close
open
failfail
(b)
outFlow=inFlow outFlow=null
outFlow=nulloutFlow=inFlow
outFlow : 0
Figure 21: Valve example
Consider, for instance, the valve example presented in [52] (figure 21.(a)). Assume that
it can be either open or closed and that it may be stuck, either open or closed. The valve
changes from open to closed (resp. from close to open) if it is not stuck and if the event 
(resp.  ) occurs. It gets stuck when the event 	
 occurs. If the valve is open, its output
flow equals its input flow. Otherwise, its output flow is null. Figure 21.(b) shows the Mode-
Automaton that describes such a valve.
Mode-Automata are a programming model made of operations on automata taken from the
definition of Argos, and data flow equations taken from Lustre. The notion of running mode
corresponds to the fact that there may exist several definitions (equations) for the same output,
that should be used in distinct periods of time. Faced with this kind of system, users usually
write Lustre programs in which modes are encoded by Boolean flows, and the outputs that
depend on modes are described by equations of the following form:
X = i f (mode1) then . . . else i f (mode2) then . . .
If several variables have the same modes, other equations with the same conditional structure
are added, and the mode-structure is duplicated. There was an obvious need for something more
readable and modifiable than this encoding of modes by conditional structures.
2.3.2 Control/Data Flow Separation Methodology
In [12], we have proposed a new design methodology for complex synchronous reactive sys-
tems. Our approach is based on a clear separation between control and data flow parts, and
combines Scade [25] with the concept of Mode-Automata [4].
Scade is a graphical development environment commercialized by Esterel Technologies7. It
couples both data processing and state machines styles modeled respectively by the synchronous
languages Lustre and Esterel. Scade was defined to help and assist the development of critical
embedded systems. It provides several tools, specially for simulation, verification and code
generation. Mode-Automata, as described in section 2.3.1, allow to decompose the specification
of the system into several tasks by assigning data operations directly to discrete states. The
7    
		ﬀﬂﬁ
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structure of Mode-Automta allows to clearly specify where the modes differ and the conditions
for changing modes wich makes it possible to better understand the behavior of the system.
We have shown that the currently available syntax of Scade does not follow a separation
design methodology and leads to a mixture of control and data flow representation. This mixture
can make difficult the understanding of the system and the re-use of existing applications. To fill
this gap, we have proposed to introduce the concept of running modes into Scade specifications
to combine the advantages of the two approaches, and to develop a new design methodology
separating control and data flows parts.
Control
Computation
events
Inputs
Outputs
Figure 22: Global view of a control/data flow separation model
To do that, and by studying Scade and Mode-Automata, we have noticed that it is necessary
to introduce special operators in Scade models to be able to take into account the concept of
running modes. In this approach, we can clearly distinguish inputs and outputs of the system,
control parts, and data parts as shown by figure 22. Our model is also hierarchical, and the low-
est level in the hierarchy represents an homogeneous part that can exclusively contain control
or elementary calculation.
The introduction of a design methodology separating clearly control and data flow parts al-
lows to have a more readable model. The different parts of this model can be studied separately
by using the most appropriate existing tools for each part.
Morever, a modular specification of the different parts of the system allows to benefit from
the modular development. It facilitates the re-use of existing applications, the modification, the
introduction and the deletion of modes.
This technique allows to simulate and verify separately the different parts of the system,
and consequently have a considerable gain in verification time and memory capacities since the
number of states of the verified module is much smaller than that of the complete system. The
automaton structure is also exclusive, and to each state of the automaton is associated only one
activity. The diffe+rent activities are then exclusive and can be studied separately. This method-
ology facilitates also the localisation of the different errors while avoiding the modification of
the whole application which can be time and resource consuming.
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In the following sections, we study the introduction of the control concepts in the data par-
allel systems, and in particular, in the Gaspard2 application metamodel. To do that, we use
the different concepts presented in the previous section which can be summarized in the syn-
chronous reactive approach, Mode-Automata, control/data separation and the UML modeling.
3 Introducing Control in the Gaspard2 Data-Parallel Meta-
model
In this section, we study the introduction of the control models into the Gaspard2 application
metamodel. To do that, it is necessary to define a modeling concept for the control parts, the
different running modes and the link between control and parallel processing.
3.1 Modeling of the Control Part
The control part represents an automaton structure based on the Mode-Automata concept. It
allows to clearly specify the various running modes of the system and the switching conditions
between modes. For modeling this part and introducing it into the Gaspard2 application meta-
model, we define a particular component stereotyped     . This component
produces a mode array, possibly multidimensional, depending on the input events and its cur-
rent mode as shown by figure 23. To each     component is associated the
cd Application
«ControlComponent»
Control
event [ ]
current_mode [ ]
mode [ ]
Figure 23: Example of a *+$%(+ﬃ*+,!ﬁ +$ $ % component
transition function of the control automaton. In other words, it performs one step of the au-
tomaton. In our UML metamodel, this can be represented by an activity diagram [9]. Figure 24
gives a simple example of a control automaton and the representation of the behavior of its
transition function by an activity diagram.
Modeling the repetition of the control component, when the automaton repeatedly performs
steps, consists in introducing a dependency relation between the various instances of the tran-
sition function. In the Gaspard2 application metamodel, this dependency relation is called
inter-repetition dependency, and it introduces a regular and total order relation on the different
repetitions of the task on which it is defined.
The inter-repetition dependency shows that the calculation of each repetition of index i
depends on the calculation result of an other repetition of index i− n, with 0 < n ≤ i. This
concept can only have significance inside a repetitive component, and in the case of a control
component, n always equals to 1 since the goal of an automaton is to memorize its previous
state after each execution time.
Using this concept, the mode-automaton structure can be represented by a transition and
an inter-repetition dependency between the different instances as shown by figure 25. In this
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Mode2
event
Receive 
current_mode
Receive 
event
Receive 
event
execution_mode=mode2
execution_mode=mode1
[current_mode =mode1] [current_mode=mode2]
[event=true] [event=false]
execution_mode=mode1
execution_mode=mode2
[event=true] [event=false]
Mode1
event
(a) Control automaton
(b) Activity Diagram
Figure 24: Representation of the transition function of a control automaton by an activity dia-
gram
cd Application
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
ModeAutomata
event [*]
execution_mode [*]
«ControlComponent»
ctl :Control
current_mode [ ]
event [ ]
execution_mode [ ]
Figure 25: Representation of the control repetition
model, an additional information ﬀ 
.	 is introduced on the inter-repetition depen-
dency relation to specify the initial mode of the controlled task.
In the case of a more complex control automata, it is difficult to understand the control model
if we represent the automaton structure by a    component and a dependency
relation, and its behavior by an activity diagram. For clarity reasons, it is preferable to represent
the control part by an explicit automaton structure in terms of states and transitions.
For these reasons, we propose to introduce, in the application metamodel, a particular com-
ponent stereotyped 
 
  . This component receives as input one or more
event arrays and produces as output a mode array. To keep the general semantics of a reac-
tive control automaton, the input and output arrays of the 
  
   are regarded
as data flows. This hypothesis gives to this component a different semantics from that of the
Gaspard2 applications.
In the Gaspard2 application metamodel, the dimensions of the arrays represent indifferently
time or space. The order of execution is only constrained by the data dependencies. However, in
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the control automaton structure, the introduction of the inter-repetition dependency between the
different instances of the transition function imposes the introduction of the flow concept to the
input and output arrays of an automaton component. This dependency relation makes it possible
to memorize the previous states of the automaton and then to respect the general semantics of a
control automaton. In our metamodel, and when the control part is described by an automaton
structure, we consider that the flow concept is implicitly described for the different input and
output arrays of the automaton component. To model the behavior of the control automaton in
our metamodel, we propose to use the UML StateCharts [9] structure as shown by figure 26.
cd Application
«AutomatonComponent»
Automaton
event [*] execution_mode [*] Mode1 Mode2
init
event
event
(a) AutomatonComponent (b) aehavior of AutomatonComponent
Figure 26: Representation of the control automata by StateChart
Representing the control part behavior by an activity diagram or a StateCharts can be inter-
esting since it gives a more detailed description on the behavior of the application. However, it
is also possible to consider the control part, represented by a   
	 component
or an 
	 
	 component, as an elementary component whose behavior is di-
rectly represented in the selected implementation language. This concept is similar to that used
in the case of the 
	 	 component since it avoids users to specify the
behavior of the control parts by considering them as a black boxes.
3.2 Modeling of the different Running Modes
cd Application
«AppControlledComponent»
A
execution_mode [ ]
in [2]
out [ ]
«AppdlementaryComponent»
a1 :A1
in [2] out [ ]
«AppdlementaryComponent»
a2 :A2
in [2] out [ ]
Figure 27: Representation of the different running modes
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The controlled application, which can be replaced by different running modes, is represented
by a particular component stereotyped    
	 . This component consists
of several running modes, each mode being represented by a part8 relating to the predefined
Gaspard2 components. The different parts in the same    
	 component
must have the same interface and are not connected between them. At each moment, one and
only one part is activated at the same time according to the mode information available on
the    port. Figure 27 represents the modeling of two running modes A1 and A2 for an
elementary task A.
Receive 
execution_mode
Acivate A1 Acivate A2
[execution_mode=mode1] [execution_mode=mode2]
Figure 28: Behavior of the 	
			

 component A
As shown by figure 27, the component    	 has a particular port
stereotyped     . This port makes it possible to specify the running mode to be activated, it
is never connected and is only used by an switch associated to the    	
 component to express its behavior. The switch behavior can be represented by an activity
diagram in our UML metamodel as shown by figure 28.
The    	 component has a particular semantics different from that
used in the other Gaspard2 components. It is the only component which allows to link different
mode outputs ports to the same corresponding output port of the controlled component. Since
the interpretation associated to the    
	 component supposes that only
one mode can be activated at the same time, each output port in this component has only one
definition at a given time, which respects the basic semantics of the Gaspartd2 models.
The expression of the repetitive factor around the component    
	
just consists in using the Gaspard2 predefined repetitive component stereotyped ﬀﬁ
ﬁﬂ 
	 as shown by figure 29. This figure represents a particular case in which only
one control value is used for the calculation of an output image. In other words, all points
of the output image are calculated in the same calculation mode according to the value of
ﬃ ﬁ ! 	    .
3.3 Modeling the Link between the Control Part and the Different Run-
ning Modes
At each computation time, one and only one running mode is activated according to the in-
formation provided by the control part. This information can be the name of the mode to be
activated or any other index allowing to distinguish the modes in a clear and single way. In our
metamodel, we suppose that the control part provides to the computation part an information
on the name of the mode to activate. According to this information, the computation part can
activate or not the various modes of the system.
8UML concept specifying an instance of a component
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cd Application
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
image
input [4,4]
output [2,4]
control [ ] «AppControledComponent»
a :A
execution_mode [ ]
in [2]
out [ ]
«AppdlementaryComponent»
a1 :A1in [2] out [ ]
«AppdlementaryComponent»
a2 :A2
in [2]
out [ ]
n=[0,0]   o=[[2,0],[0,1]]   e=[1,0] n=[0,0]   o=[[1,0],[0,1]]   e=[ ]
n=[ ]   o=[[ ],[ ]]   e=[ ]
Figure 29: Representation of the repetition of the  	
  		 	

  component
cd Application
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
T
input [4,4,*]
output [2,4,*]
«AppComponent»
ab :AB
input [2]
output [ ]
«AppElementaryComponent»
a :Ain [2] out [ ] «AppElementaryComponent»
b :B
in [ ]
out [ ]
n=[0,0,0]   o=[[2,0,0],[0,1,0],[0,0,1]]  
e=[1,0,0]
n=[0,0,0]   o=[[1,0,0],[0,1,0],[0,0,1]]   e=[ ]
IntegerType
IntegerType
Figure 30: Simple example of an Array-OL model: UML model
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For a better understanding of this concept, we consider the simple example of an Array-OL
model represented by figure 30. In this model, the system takes as input a three dimensional
array of 4× 4×∗ and returns as output a three dimensional array of 4× 2×∗. The executed
task T is a parallel and repetitive one. For each repetition, an instance of the compouned task
AB processes an input pattern of two elements to produce an output pattern of one element as
explained by figure 31.
Input Data
Input pattern
AB
Output pattern
 Output Data
A B
Figure 31: Simple example of an Array-OL model: Global view
In the following, we replace the elementary task A by a controlled one with two different
running modes A1 and A2. This task is controlled by a control component  
 
as shown
by figure 32. In this example, the control and the controlled parts are represented in the same
repetitive component, and we notice that the inter-repetition dependency relation on the control
component is defined on a higher hierarchy level (on the  	 component) since this
dependency relation can have only significance inside a repetitive component. This explains the
introduction of the new ports on the   
 
component to make possible the expression of
this dependency relation and its use by the   
	 component.
It is also possible to separately represent the repetitive part of the control and that of the
computation as it is shown by figure 33. The two representations (figures 32 and 33) are equiv-
alent since they represent the same behavior. In this case, users can choose between these
two modeling ways according to their studied applications and the possible re-use of existing
models.
Figures 32 and 33 represent the case where the control part is modeled by a component of
type   
	 . This representation completely respects the semantics of the Gas-
pard2 application metamodel. In this case, the model allows to express all the potential par-
allelism of an application without any order constraints. These constraints can be introduced
explicitly by using an inter-repetition dependency on the control component. However, if we
want to represent the control part by an automaton structure modeled by a StateChart for exam-
ple, we must use the particular component 
	  	 . This component introduces
a new semantics different from that of the other components in the Gaspard2 metamodel. As we
consider that any 	 	 component consumes and produces a set of data flow,
the flow and order concepts are implicitly introduced in the model without using the depen-
dency relation since the controlled part in the application must follow the rhythm of the control
part. In this particular case, it becomes necessary to represent the two parts, the automaton and
the repetitive computation, in a separated way as shown by figure 34.
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cd Application
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
T
event [I]
Input [4,4,I]
output [2,4,I]
«AppComponent»
T:cab: ControlAB
output [ ]
event [ ]
input [2]
current_mode [ ]
current_mode [ ]
«ControlComponent»
ctl :Control
current_mode [ ]
event [ ]
execution_mode [ ]
«AppControledComponent»
a :A
in [2]
out [ ]
control [ ]
«AppElementaryComponent»
a :A:a1 :A1
in [2]
out [ ]
«AppElementaryComponent»
a :A:a2 :A2
in [2]
out [ ]
«AppElementaryComponent»
b :B
out [ ]in [ ]
O=[O]   P=[1],[ ],[ ]   e=[ ]
O=[O,O,O]   P=[2,O,O],[O,1,O],[O,O,1]   e=[1,O,O]
O=[O,O,O]   P=[1,O,O],[O,1,O],[O,O,1]   e=[ ]
Figure 32: Representation of the control part and the running modes in the same repetitive
component
cd Application
«AppComponent»
T
event [*]
input [4,4,*]
output [2,4,*]
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
RepAB
input [4,4,*]
output [2,4,*]
control [*]
«AppComponent»
ab :AB
control [ ]
input [2]
output [ ]
«AppControledComponent»
a :A
in [2]
out [ ]
control [ ]
«AppElementaryComponent»
a1 :A1
in [2] out [ ]
«AppElementaryComponent»
a :A:a2 :A2
in [2]
out [ ]
«AppElementaryComponent»
b :B
in [ ] out [ ]
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
ModeAutomata
event [*] execution_mode [*]
«ControlComponent»
ModeAutomata:ctl :Control
event [ ]
current_mode [ ]
execution_mode [ ]
O=[O]   P=[1]   e=[ ]
O=[O,O,O]   P=[2,O,O],[O,1,O],[O,O,1]   
e=[1,O,O]
O=[O,O,O]   P=[1,O,O],[O,1,O],[O,O,1]   
e=[ ]
Figure 33: Representation of the control part and the running modes in different repetitive
components
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cd Application
«AppComponent»
T_Controled
event [*]
input [4,4,*]
output [2,4,*]
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
T_Controled:RepAB
input [4,4,*]
output [2,4,*]
control [*]
«AutomatonComponent»
T_Controled:a :Automaton
event [*]
execution_mode [*]
init
Mode1 Mode2
event
event
Figure 34: Representation of the control part and the running modes using an automaton struc-
ture
The introduction of the control concepts in the Gaspard2 application metamodel supposes
that the control values (mode array) must be present with the data values to launch the calcu-
lation model. The control part must also follow the arrival rate of the events since a control
dependency is defined on the various repetitions of the control automaton. This approach im-
poses the introduction of the   concept in the Gaspard2 application metamodel which can
break the assumption of the unified space-time specification by imposing a partial order on the
execution of the different parallel tasks. This unification is one of the main characteristics of
the Gaspard2 metamodel and can be useful for modeling more general applications. However,
the introduction of the   concept into the metamodel can facilitate the understanding of
the model and makes it more realistic since the input values, either control or data, are mainly
generated by sensors and thus represent a control or a data flow structure. Moreover, the log-
ical division of time between discrete instants allows to properly define mathematical models
and operational semantics. Our approach also strictly respects the parallelism and concurrency
of the model. It is deterministic, compositional and can easily be introduced into Gaspard2
application metamodel.
4 Degrees of Granularity and Control Dependency for the
Control of Parallel Applications
The introduction of the control into data parallelism applications requires the definition of a
degree of granularity or a control dependency for these applications. This concept allows to
delimit the different execution cycles or clock signals in which it becomes possible to take the
control values and then the various changes in the running modes into account.
Changing the calculation modes expresses generally the reaction of an application to its
execution context. This context can depend on an event from its external environment, or on
an internal calculation result. In both cases, it is important to delimit the various moments in
which the change of modes become possible, in particular in the case of parallel applications.
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In this section, we introduce a controlled component concept by studying different points of
view: external and internal control.
4.1 External Control: Changing Modes According to the External Envi-
ronment
According to the studied application and the selected semantics, several definitions of the degree
of granularity are possible. In this section, we study a particular approach allowing to define the
various moments at which it becomes possible to take the changes of modes into account. This
approach, which we call synchronous approach, supposes that the data and control values are
available at the same time and follow the same basic clock. In this context, the control model
produces a mode table which is used by the application to determine the execution mode for the
different repetitions. In other words, the mode table only represents an input data like all other
input computation data.
The proposed model can have a first very simplistic impression. However, this approach
imposes a good choice of the degree of granularity to be able to take the data values into account
at the same time as the control values by respecting the semantics and the behavior of the
application.
To define the degree of granularity in the Gaspard2 application metamodel, we need to
modify the granularity of input and output patterns, and consequently, to modify paving and
fitting matrices. This approach can also be seen as a data oriented approach since it depends on
the input data and just takes the necessary set of data to perform a controllable computation.
For a better understanding of this concept, we consider the example of the Array-OL model
represented by figure 30. In the following, we introduce a control module which makes it possi-
ble to change the running modes of the elementary task A. Since the mode table is produced by
the control module at the beginning of the application, the definition of the production rate of
the mode values always depend on the behavior of the studied application. In this section, we
consider that the control values come from the external environment of the application, which
can be a human user (pressing a button, . . . ) or a physical process (changing temperature, . . . ).
One event, one execution mode, one output image
The first case is the simplest case for which we consider that the change of mode refers to the
whole output image (figure 35). In this model, the system takes as input an infinity of 4× 4
images and a control array, and produces as output an infinity of 4×2 images. In this example,
only one control value corresponds to each 4×4 input image. An instance of the repetitive task
1image is performed for each input image. It takes as input a pattern of two elements and a
control value to produce as output a pattern of one element as explained by figure 36. In this
case, the same control value is used for all patterns of the same image. The degree of granularity
chosen for this application thus corresponds to the calculation of a complete image.
Several events, several execution modes, one output image
Another possible situation consists in authorizing different running modes for each point of the
output image. To do that, we modify the input and output data flow to adapt them to the control
flow as shown by figure 37. In this case, each input pattern of two elements corresponds to
one control value. The different patterns of the same image can have different control values
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cd Application
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
T
input [4,4,I]
output [2,4,I]
control [I]
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
img :1image
control [ ]
input [4,4]
output [2,4]
«AppComponent»
ab :AB
control [ ]
input [2]
output [ ]
«AppControledComponent»
T:a
control [ ]
in [2]
out [ ]
«AppElementaryComponent»
T:b
in [ ] out [ ]
O=[O,O,O]   P=[O,O,1]  
e=[1,O,O],[O,1,O]
O=[O,O]   P=[2,O],[O,1]  
e=[1,O]
O=[O]   P=[1]   e=[ ] O=[ ]   P=[ ],[ ]   e=[ ]
O=[O,O]   P=[1,O],[O,1]
  e=[ ]
O=[O,O,O]   P=[O,O,1]   
e=[1,O,O],[O,1,O]
IntegerType
IntegerType
ModeType
Figure 35: Example of a control introduction for the whole output image: UML model
Input image
Control value
Input pattern
Control value
 AB
Output pattern
Output image
Event
Figure 36: Example of a control introduction for the whole output image: Global view
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as explained by figure 38. The degree of granularity corresponds to the calculation of only one
point of the output image.
cd Application
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
T
input [4,4,I]
control [I]
output [2,4,I]«AppComponent»
ab :AB
control [ ]
input [2]
output [ ]
O=[O,O,O]   o=[2,O,O],[O,1,O],[O,O,1]  
e=[1,O,O]
O=[O]   o=[1],[ ],[ ]   e=[ ] O=[O,O,O]   o=[1,O,O],[O,1,O],[O,O,1]  
e=[ ]
IntegerType
lodeType
IntegerType
Figure 37: Example of a control introduction for one point of the output image: UML model
Input pattern
Control value
AB
Output pattern
Input image
Control values
Output image
Events
Figure 38: Example of a control introduction for one point of the output image: Global view
The main difference between the two presented examples is in the ratio NbC/NbOP when
NbC represents the number of control values, and NbP represents the number of output patterns.
In the first example (figure 35), to each output image corresponds only one control value which
is used for the calculation of the eight output patterns (NbC/NbOP = 1/8). While in the second
example (figure 37), to each output image corresponds eight control values, one control value
by one output pattern (NbC/NbOP = 8/8 = 1). Figure 39 shows the control/pattern ratio for
the two studied examples.
It is also possible to consider the change of modes for only one line of the output image,
several lines, a column, several columns, and so on . . .
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Input image  Output image
Control
Input image  Output image
Control
(a) NbC/NbOP = 1/8 (b) NbC/NbOP = 8/8 = 1
Figure 39: Representation of the control/pattern ratio
cd Application
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
T
input [4,4,I]
output [2,4,I]
control [I]
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
2i :2images
control [ ]
input [4,8]
output [2,8]
«AppComponent»
ab :AB
control [ ]
input [2]
output [ ]
O=[O,O,O]   P=[O,O,2]   
e=[1,O,O],[O,1,O]
O=[O,O] P=[2,O],[O,1]   
e=[1,O]
O=[O]   P=[1]   e=[ ],[ ] O=[O]   P=[ ],[ ]   e=[ ]
O=[O,O]   P=[1,O],[O,1]   e=[ ]
O=[O,O,O]   P=[O,O,2]   
e=[1,O,O],[O,1,O]
IntegerType
IntegerType
lodeType
Figure 40: Example of a parallel execution of two output images using the same control value:
UML model
One event, one execution mode, two output imges
The definition of the degree of granularity for an application can also depend on the implemen-
tation or on the mapping of this application on a particular architecture. For example, if we
know that our system is able to process two images in parallel, we can consider that the applica-
tion consumes and produces an infinity of two images as shown by figure 40. In this particular
case, the same control value is used for the calculation of two outputs images as explained by
figure 41.
One event, several execution modes, two output images
However, it is also possible to have different control values for each point of the output image.
In this case, the mode table has a multidimensional structure as shown by figure 42. This
example shows that depending on the event value, it is possible to calculate the mode values
for each output pattern. This example shows the case of an application in which the input
image elements can react differently to the external events. It is then possible to calculate the
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2 Input images
Control value
Input pattern
Control value
 AB
Output pattern
2 Output images
Event
Figure 41: Example of a parallel execution of two output images using the same control value:
Global view
cd Application
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
T
input [4,4,I]
output [2,4,I]
control [2,4,I]
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
2i :2images
control [2,8]
input [4,8]
output [2,8]
«AppComponent»
ab :Application
control [ ]
input [2]
output [ ]
O=[O,O,O]   o=[O,O,2]   
e=[1,O,O],[O,1,O]
O=[O,O]   o=[2,O],[O,1]  
e=[1,O]
O=[O,O,O]   o=[O,O,2]   
e=[1,O,O],[O,1,O]
O=[O,O]   
o=[1,O],[O,1]   e=[ ]
O=[O,O]   o=[1,O],[O,1]  
e=[ ]
O=[O,O,O]   o=[O,O,2]   
e=[1,O,O],[O,1,O]
IntegerType
IntegerType
lodeType
Figure 42: Example of a parallel execution of two output images using different control values:
UMl model
output image elements in different modes according to the corresponding control value. In this
particular case, the calculation of each two output images needs 16 mode values as explained
by figure 43. In the studied example, we chose to represent the mode values in an array of 2×4
elements since the structure of the mode array has no particular significance.
The introduction of the degree of granularity concept into a parallel model allows to define
the clock signal in which it becomes possible to take into account the various changes of modes
in a parallel application. Our approach is a synchronous approach in which the mode tables
are regarded as a simple input data, and the choice of the degree of granularity depends on the
behavior of the studied application. Using this approach, users have a total freedom to define
the degree of granularity for their applications according to the required behavior.
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2 Input images
Execution modes
Input pattern
execution mode
 AB
Output pattern
2 Output images
Event
Figure 43: Example of a parallel execution of two output images using different control values:
Global view
4.2 Internal Control: Changing Modes According to the Computation
Results
In the previous examples, we have supposed that the events causing the change of modes come
from the external environment and they do not have any relationship with the application. How-
ever, it is also possible that these events depend on an internal computation result. To illustrate
this concept, we consider the example of figure 30, and we suppose that the elementary task B
can change its calculation mode according to the result provided by the elementary task A as
shown by figure 44.
cd Application
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
T
input [4,4,I]
output [2,4,I]
«AppComponent»
ab :AB
input [2]
output [ ]
current_mode [ ]
current_mode [ ]
«AppElementaryComponent»
a :A
in [2]
out [ ]
«AppControledComponent»
b :B
in [ ]
out [ ]
execution_mode [ ]
«ControlComponent»
ctl :Control
in [ ] execution_mode [ ]
current_mode [ ]
O=[O,O,O]   o=[2,O,O],[O,1,O],[O,O,1]   
e=[1,O,O]
O=[O,O,O]   
o=[1,O,O],[O,1,O],[O,O,1]   e=[ ]
IntegerType
IntegerType
Figure 44: Example of an internal control: UML model
In this example, the calculation of the controlled task B depends on the result given by the
elementary task A. To do that, we introduce a control component between the two tasks A and
B. Its functionality consist in providing to the B task the adequate mode value according to
the result gived by the A task. The different points of the output image can be then calculted
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in different modes according to the intermediate result gived by the A task as explained by
figure 45.
AB
Input image Output image
 Control
 A  B
Input pattern Output pattern
Figure 45: Example of an internal control: Global view
The internal control concept can be represented by the introduction of a data dependency
between the two tasks A and B through a control component. For simplification reasons, we call
the set containing the control component, the data dependency between the control depending
task and the control component, and that between the control component and the controlled
task, a control dependency (figure 46). This concept implicitly makes it possible to take var-
 Control
 A
 Depending 
control task
 B
Controlled task
Data dependancy Data dependancy
 Control dependacy
Figure 46: Control dependency relation
ious calculations modes for a given task into account by respecting the Gaspard2 application
metamodel.
We can also imagine another situation in which, for the calculation of an output image, the
application of the controlled task B only depends on one or some particular points of the result
image provided by the task A. Figure 47 gives un example in which, for each output image, the
application of the controlled task B depends on the origin point of the result image provided by
the repeated application of the elementary task A. In this example, the different points of each
output image are calculated in the same calculation mode according to the value of the origin
point of the intermediate image as explained by figure 48. The degrees of granularity for this
application is fixed then to the calculation of one output image since the change of mode is only
authorized between the output images.
It is also possible to take various control levels into account, internal and external. This
concept allows to study more system behavior. So, it is possible to model different behavior
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cd Application
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
T
input [4,4,*]
output [2,4,*]
«AppComponent»
ab :AB
input [4,4]
output [2,4]
current_mode [ ]
current_mode [ ]
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
A_img: A1image
input [4,4]
output [2,4]
«AppRepetitiveComponent»
B_img: B1image
input [2,4]
output [2,4]
execution_mode [ ]
«ControlComponent»
ctl :Control
in [ ]
execution_mode [ ]
current_mode [ ]
«AppdlementaryComponent»
T:a: A
in [2]
out [ ]
«AppControlledComponent»
T:b: B
in [ ]
out [ ]
execution_mode [ ]
n=[0,0,0]   o=[0,0,1]   
e=[1,0,0],[0,1,0]
n=[0,0]   o=[2,0],[0,1]   
e=[1,0]
n=[0,0]   o=[1,0],[0,1]   
e=[ ]
n=[0,0]   o=[1,0],[0,1]   
e=[ ]
n=[0,0]   o=[1,0],[0,1]   
e=[ ]
n=[0,0]   o=[ ]   e=[ ] n=[ ]   o=[ ],[ ]   e=[ ] n=[0,0,0]   o=[0,0,1]  
e=[1,0,0],[0,1,0]
IntegerType
IntegerType
Figure 47: Example of an internal control according the origin point: UML model
Input image Intermediate 
     image
 Control
 A1image
 B
 Origin point
 B1image
 Execution_mode
Output image
 A
Figure 48: Example of an internal control according the origin point: Global view
of a parallel application by choosing the appropriated degrees of granularity and/or introducing
the control dependency relation in these applications.
We notice that the introduction of the control into the Gaspard2 application metamodel takes
the expected functionality of the application into account to fix the different moments at which
it becomes possible to change modes. Since the basic Gaspard2 metamodel does not introduce
any time or clock concepts, this approach can be seen as a possible solution for the introduction
of the control according to the expected behavior of the application. Basing on these results, we
can conclude that the proposed approach is a functionality oriented one.
The synchronous assumption, the degrees of granularity concept and the control depen-
dency relation can impose a partial order on the calculation of the different parallel tasks since
they make it possible to introduce the flow concept in the Gaspard2 application metamodel.
However, the proposed model, introducing control in the data parallel applications, respects the
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parallelism and the concurrency, it is deterministic, compositional and can be easily introduced
in the Gaspard2 application metamodel as shown in section 3.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this document, we have studied the introduction of the control concepts in the Gaspard2
application metamodel. Our idea is mainly inspired by the synchronous reactive systems do-
main and in particular by the concept of Mode-Automata. The proposed metamodel is based
on a clear separation between control and data parallel parts. It respects the concurrency, the
parallelism, the determinism and the compositionality.
We have shown that the introduction of control into a data parallel domain requires to define
the different instances allowing to take the various changes of modes into account. To do that,
we have proposed to introduce the notion of degree of granularity in the parallel applications
and the control dependency relation between the different instances of the control automata.
The studied approach is a synchronous one, which supposes that data and control values must
be present to be able to execute a computation function.
The main goal of our work consists in proposing a UML solution for the modeling of control
automata, the different running modes of an application and the link between the control and the
data parallel parts. Our metamodel allows to study more general parallel systems mixing control
and data processing, and gives users more freedom to express the behavior of their applications.
In future work, we will propose the introduction of the control concepts into architecture
and association Gaspard2 metamodels allowing to take the configurability concept into account
for the architecture models and a better use of the mapping and scheduling algorithms. We
will study other scenarios in which the different components in a parallel applications can be
controlled by several and different events. This concept makes it possible to define different
granularity levels (multi-degrees of granularity) in an application which allows the manipulation
of different events at different moments. We will also study the relation between the parallel
and hierarchical composition of the application model and the parallel and hierarchical automata
structure, in particular for verification processes.
We want to transform or compile our control/data parallel metamodel into a synchronous
language (like Lustre). This would make it possible to take advantage of the various existing
tools for simulation, verification and automatic code generation. Thus, it can be interesting to
compare the analysis results and the generated codes obtained using the Gaspard2 environment
and those obtained using the corresponding synchronous model.
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